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This is Part 2 of book 1 in the Club Wicked Cove series and must be read in sequence. In Part 1,

Ceejay Powell found love and absolution, for her guilt, in the arms of Colt Fargo, the owner of Club

Wicked Cove, until his dark past reared its head in the form of the Occhipinti organization.. Colt now

returns to find himself at the helm of the most feared and powerful American crime family, to reprise

his role as The Devilâ€™s Spawn, a name replete with evil. A phone call jars loose recent memories

that he had compartmentalized in the back of his mind and spins his world upside down. Enraged

by the turn of events he travels back to Jacksonville to avenge the deceit. Ceejay finds it impossible

to associate Damiano Vitale with the man that she once loved. Soon, her secret is revealed,

pushing Damiano to violate every emotion he had ever held as rage blinds him to anything but

retribution and turning his love for Ceejay, into hate.When a demented psychopath comes along,

the bond they once had and tried to repair becomes endangered of being destroyed forever. This

tale is wrought in depth with the fullest scope for which the human condition is accountable: love,

hate, violence, betrayal and death. Will Damiano be acquitted in the court of public opinion for his

crimes of passion or will he be found guilty and condemned to a life of misery and self-loathing?
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After the first book ended in a nail biting cliffhanger to the tune of Godfather, I was definitely looking

forward to the culmination of this story. The story gets turned on its head this time around and how!

Colt from book one morphs into a truly bad-ass mafia Don as Damiano. Let me just put it out there,

there are very few authors that could actually do justice to crafting an anti-hero you could root for.

Linzi nails it. Although I held no sympathy for Damiano, I did feel empathy. His inner tussle was a

tangible thing and as a reader I cheered him on, even though he went really dark at times. Ceejay

was a strong heroine. I liked that she played her game well and had a spine of steel. The chemistry

between the two was palpable and was like watching a high octane match of wills. The

sex...ahem...was off the charts (squirm). Nobody does sensuality like this author. The ending caught

me off guard. It wasn't what I expected, yet it made perfect sense!Wicked cove is off to a blazing

start! Can't wait for Nolan's book!

Linzi Basset your writing is "brilliantly addictive". Excellent series ... The fast paced plot,scorching

hot panty melting scenes and the electrifying chemistry between the characters got me hooked from

the very beginning. Eagerly awaiting to read the next book in this series !!

I read the first book and enjoyed it, hated the "to be continued" but the story was great, in this book

(part 2) the story had a bit of time distance but it fit the story line just perfect. A bit for violent that I

personally like, but again it fit the story line. Colt was walking a fine line between keeping Ceejay

safe, finding the money, figuring out the bad guys, and keeping the mafia satisfied. He had a hard

time not giving in, but Ceejay just didn't trust him enough to give him the information and tell him

about the blackmail. So a vicious circle it went. I very much enjoyed it and look forward to the other

characters getting their story.

Good story and character following each of their story line.

loved it!!!!
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